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Abstract
A well-known theorem of Wolff (Duke Math. J 49 (1982) 321) asserts that for every
fALN on the unit circle T ; there is a non-trivial qAQA ¼ VMO-HN such that fqAQC: In
this paper we consider the situation where T is replaced by a compact metric space
ðX ; dÞ equipped with a measure m satisfying the condition mðBðx; 2rÞÞpCmðBðx; rÞÞ: We
generalize Wolff’s theorem to the extent that every function in LNðX ; mÞ can be multiplied into
VMOðX ; d; mÞ in a non-trivial way by a function in VMOðX ; d; mÞ-LNðX ; mÞ: Wolff’s proof
relies on the fact that T has a dyadic decomposition. But since this is not available for
ðX ; dÞ in general, our approach is completely different. Furthermore, we show that the
analyticity requirement for the function q in Wolff’s theorem must be dropped if T is
replaced by S2n1 with nX2: Move precisely, if nX2; then there is a gALNðS2n1; sÞ; where s
is the standard spherical measure on S2n1; such that if qAHNðS2n1Þ and if q is not the
constant function 0, then gq does not have vanishing mean oscillation on S2n1: The particular
g that we construct also serves to show that a famous factorization theorem of Axler
(Ann. of Math. 106 (1977) 567) for LN-functions on the unit circle T cannot be generalized to
S2n1 when nX2: We conclude the paper with an index theorem for Toeplitz operators
on S2n1:
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1. Introduction
Recall that QC denotes the function algebra ðHN þ CðTÞÞ-ðHN þ CðTÞÞ on the
unit circle T ¼ fzAC : jzj ¼ 1g: Alternately, it is well known that
QC ¼ VMO-LN:
See [7, p. 377]. It is also well known that a function fALN belongs to QC if and only
if the Hankel operators Hf and H %f from H
2 to L2~H2 are both compact [8]. Of
course, the symbol QC stands for ‘‘quasi-continuous’’, which suggests a close
connection with CðTÞ: In 1982, Wolff published a theorem which suggests that QC is
larger than one would expect in the sense that every function in the LN of the circle
can be ‘‘multiplied’’ into QC. More precisely, Wolff proved
Theorem 1 (Wolf [16]). Suppose fALN: Then there is an outer function qAQAð¼
QC-HNÞ such that qfAQC:
In particular, it follows from this theorem that every measurable set ECT is the
zero set of a function in QC, answering a question of Sarason [16, pp. 324–325].
The purpose of this paper is to prove an analogous result on compact metric
spaces. We are particularly motivated by the case where the space is the unit sphere
S2n1 in Cn with the metric dða; bÞ ¼ j1/a; bSj1=2: Our main reason for doing this
is that the method in [16] does not cover the general case of metric spaces. The key
step in [16] is the proof of Lemma 1.1, which involves the convergence of a
martingale, whose construction requires a stopping-time argument. This argument
relies on a special feature of the unit circle T ; namely it admits a nice decomposition
in terms of dyadic arcs. That is, each arc can be neatly subdivided into two non-
overlapping halves of equal size. Such a decomposition reﬂects the fact that T has a
ﬂat universal covering space. But when we consider spaces such as S2n1 with nX2;
dyadic decomposition is obviously no longer available. Thus, elegant as Wolff’s
argument is, it has its limitations in terms of applicability.
Let ðX ; dÞ be a compact metric space throughout the paper. As usual, we write
Bðx; rÞ ¼ fyAX : dðx; yÞorg: Suppose that m is a positive regular Borel measure on
X with a non-zero total mass. Furthermore, it is assumed throughout the paper that
there is a constant 0oCoN such that
mðBðx; 2rÞÞpCmðBðx; rÞÞ ð1:1Þ
for all xAX and r40: For a given r40; if kðrÞAN is such that
2kðrÞr4fdðx; yÞ : x; yAXg; then it follows from (1.1) that
mðBðx; rÞÞXCkðrÞmðXÞ40 for every xAX : ð1:2Þ
As we have already mentioned, our primary motivating example for this general
setting is the following:
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Example 1.1. On the unit sphere S2n1 ¼ fzACn : jzj ¼ 1g in Cn; the formula
dða; bÞ ¼ j1/a; bSj1=2; a; bAS2n1
deﬁnes a metric [11, p. 66]. This metric is anisotropic in the sense that the d-ball
fzAS2n1 : j1/z; zSj1=2odg
is close to an ellipsoid of dimension 2n  1 when d is small [11, p. 66]. Let s be the
probability measure on S2n1 which is invariant under the orthogonal group Oð2nÞ;
i.e., the group of isometries on CnDR2n which ﬁx 0. According to [11, Proposition
5.1.4], there is a constant 2noA0oN such that
2nd2npsðfzAS2n1 : j1/z; zSj1=2odgÞpA0d2n
for all zAS2n1 and 0odp
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
: Hence s satisﬁes (1.1).
As usual, for any fAL1ðX ; mÞ and Borel set ECX with mðEÞ40; we denote the
mean value of f on E by fE : That is,
fE ¼ 1mðEÞ
Z
E
f dm:
A function fAL1ðX ; mÞ is said to have bounded mean oscillation if the quantity
jj f jjBMO ¼ sup
xAX
r40
1
mðBðx; rÞÞ
Z
Bðx;rÞ
j f  fBðx;rÞj dm
is ﬁnite. A function fAL1ðX ; mÞ is said to have vanishing mean oscillation if
lim
dk0
sup
xAX
0orpd
1
mðBðx; rÞÞ
Z
Bðx;rÞ
j f  fBðx;rÞj dm ¼ 0:
Deﬁne
VMOðX ; d; mÞ ¼ f fAL1ðX ; mÞ : f has vanishing mean oscillationg:
As we have already mentioned, in the case of the unit circle T ; we have the equality
VMO-LN ¼ ðHN þ CðTÞÞ-ðHN þ CðTÞÞ: But this fact does not generalize to the
unit sphere S2n1 when nX2 [6, Section 4].
The main result of this paper is that, just as what happens on the unit circle, every
fALNðX ; mÞ can be multiplied into VMOðX ; d; mÞ-LNðX ; mÞ: Hence, just as what
happens on the unit circle, every m-measurable set E in X is the zero set of a function
in VMOðX ; d; mÞ-LNðX ; mÞ: Keep in mind that (1.1) is assumed throughout
the paper.
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Theorem 2. For any fALNðX ; mÞ; there exists a function ZAVMOðX ; d; mÞ which has
the following properties:
(i) 0pZp1 on X :
(ii) log ZAVMOðX ; d; mÞ:
(iii) ZfAVMOðX ; d; mÞ-LNðX ; mÞ: Moreover, if qAVMOðX ; d; mÞ-LNðX ; mÞ and
if the inequality jqjpZ holds m-a.e. on X ; then qfAVMOðX ; d; mÞ-LNðX ; mÞ:
Note that Theorem 1 is readily recovered from Theorem 2 in the following way. It
is easy to see that for a real-valued hAVMO on the unit circle T ; we have eihAQC
(see, e.g., [12]). Consider an ZAVMO on T such that 0pZp1 and log ZAVMO:
There is a gAVMO-H2 such that ReðgÞ ¼ log Z a.e. on T : Thus the function q ¼
eg ¼ ZeiImðgÞ belongs to VMO-HN ¼ QA and has the property that jqj ¼ Z a.e.
on T :
In Theorem 1, the function f is multiplied into VMO by an analytic function
qAQA ¼ VMO-HN: Thus a natural (and obvious) question is whether or not
analyticity can also be required in the context of Theorem 2 when X ¼ S2n1: In
other words, for an arbitrary fALNðS2n1; sÞ; does there exist a non-trivial
qAVMOðS2n1; d; sÞ-HNðS2n1Þ such that fqAVMOðS2n1; d; sÞ? The answer is
negative when nX2: More precisely, we have
Theorem 3. Let fS2n1; d; sg be the same as in Example 1:1 and suppose that nX2:
Then there is a gALNðS2n1; sÞ which has the property that if qAHNðS2n1Þ and if q is
not the constant 0; then gqeHNðS2n1Þ þ fVMOðS2n1; d; sÞ-LNðS2n1; sÞg:
Thus the analyticity requirement of the q in Theorem 1 cannot be generalized even
in the sphere case. As it turns out, the same g in Theorem 3 also shows that another
famous theorem involving analyticity on the unit circle has no generalization to
spheres. Recall that Axler proved the following:
Theorem 4 (Axler [2]). Let gALNðTÞ: Then there exists a Blaschke product b and a
function hAHN þ CðTÞ such that g ¼ h=b:
Although there is no analog of Blaschke product on S2n1 when nX2; there are
plenty of inner functions in HNðS2n1Þ [1]. But Theorem 3 clearly tells us that, even
if b is only required to be a bounded analytic function, Theorem 4 cannot be
generalized to S2n1 when nX2:
Before concluding the section, we would like to explain the idea behind the proof
of Theorem 2, which turns out to be extremely simple. Indeed the idea is to exploit
the fact that every fALNðX ; mÞ has a full set of Lebesgue points. That is,
lim
k-N
1
mðBðx; 1=kÞÞ
Z
Bðx;1=kÞ
j f  f ðxÞj dm ¼ 0 for ma:e: xAX
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(see Proposition 2.2 below). By Egoroff’s theorem, there is a sequence fKng of
compact sets in X such that limn-N mðUnÞ ¼ 0; where Un ¼ X \Kn; and such that on
each Kn the above convergence is uniform. In other words, for each n we have
lim
k-N
sup
xAKn
1
mðBðx; 1=kÞÞ
Z
Bðx;1=kÞ
j f  f ðxÞj dm ¼ 0: ð1:3Þ
If Zn is such that 1=npZnp1 on X and Zn ¼ 1=n on Un; and if qAVMOðX ; d; mÞ
satisﬁes jqjpZn m-a.e., then from (1.3) it is easy to see that
lim
dk0
sup
1
mðBðx; rÞÞ
Z
Bðx;rÞ
jqf  qBðx;rÞ fBðx;rÞj dm : xAX ; rpd
( )
p2jj f jjN=n: ð1:4Þ
By requiring mðUnÞ-0 to be sufﬁciently fast, we can ﬁnd ZnAVMOðX ; d; mÞ such
that the product Z ¼QNn¼1 Zn belongs to VMOðX ; d; mÞ and has the property that
log ZAVMOðX ; d; mÞ: Now if qAVMOðX ; d; mÞ satisﬁes jqjpZ m-a.e., then (1.4)
holds for every n; which means qfAVMOðX ; d; mÞ: Eq. (1.3) is what allows us to
circumvent the dyadic decomposition and the stopping-time argument in the proof
of [16, Lemma 1.1]. Our main technical step is Lemma 3.2.
The reader will recognize that this paper is in fact an example of ‘‘analysis on
metric spaces’’ discussed in [14].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the necessary
preliminaries for the proof of Theorem 2, while the proof itself is given in Section 3.
In Section 4 we show that CðX Þ is dense in VMOðX ; d; mÞ with respect to the norm
jj:jjBMO; which is a generalization of a well-known theorem of Sarason [13]. This
generalization will be needed in Section 6. We then prove a property of the maximal
ideal space of VMOðX ; d; mÞ-LNðX ; mÞ; which generalizes what happens in the case
of the unit circle T [16, p. 325]. The proof in [16] for the unit circle case uses the
notion of Jensen measure, which is related to the analyticity of the functions in QA.
Our proof circumvents Jensen measure and shows that the same result holds even on
spaces which have no analytic structure to speak of. The proof of Theorem 3 is given
in Section 5, where the main idea is to exploit certain properties of a conditional
expectation map. Finally, Section 6 begins with a detailed explanation as to why
functions of vanishing mean oscillation in the setting of Example 1.1 are of great
interest. In short, VMOðS2n1; d; sÞ-LNðS2n1; sÞ is the right generalization of QC
on the unit sphere. We conclude the paper with the result that if j is an invertible
element in VMOðS2n1; d; sÞ-LNðS2n1; sÞ and if nX2 then the Toeplitz operator
Tj has index 0.
2. Preliminaries
The properties of maximal functions on Rn or S2n1 are well known [7,11,15]. In
[5], these properties are extended to the more general setting of fX ; d; mg:
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For any fAL1ðX ; mÞ; its maximal function Mf is deﬁned by the formula
ðMf ÞðxÞ ¼ sup
r40
1
mðBðx; rÞÞ
Z
Bðx;rÞ
j f j dm:
Under condition (1.1), the maximal operator is of weak type-(1.1). More precisely,
we have
Proposition 2.1 (Coifman and Weiss [5, The´ore`m III.2.1]). We have
mðfxAX : ðMf ÞðxÞ4lgÞpC2jj f jj1=l for all fAL1ðX ; mÞ and l40; where C is the
constant that appears in ð1:1Þ:
By a standard argument (see [11,15]), Proposition 2.1 implies
Proposition 2.2. If fAL1ðX ; mÞ; then
lim
rk0
1
mðBðx; rÞÞ
Z
Bðx;rÞ
j f  f ðxÞj dm ¼ 0
for m-a.e. xAX :
We will now introduce a function j which will be ﬁxed for the rest of the section.
Let j be a continuous function on ½0;NÞ such that j ¼ 1 on [0,1], j ¼ 0 on ½2;NÞ;
and 0pjp1 on the entire half line ½0;NÞ: Using this j; we deﬁne a modiﬁed
maximal function as follows. For each fAL1ðX ; mÞ; deﬁne
ðMf ÞðxÞ ¼ sup
r40
Z
jðr1dðx; yÞÞj f ðyÞj dmðyÞ
Z
jðr1dðx; yÞÞ dmðyÞ:

ð2:1Þ
Because wBðx;rÞðyÞpjðr1dðx; yÞÞpwBðx;2rÞðyÞ; we have the inequality
C1MfpMfpCMf ; ð2:2Þ
where C is the constant that appears in (1.1). But the key here is the assumption that
j be continuous on ½0;NÞ: This continuity ‘‘blurs’’ the boundary of the ball Bðx; rÞ in
(2.1), which has the following consequence:
Lemma 2.3. If fACðX Þ; then we also have MfACðX Þ:
Proof. Let D ¼ supx;yAX dðx; yÞ and suppose that 0odoD: By (1.2),
Fðr; xÞ ¼
Z
jðr1dðx; yÞÞj f ðyÞj dmðyÞ
Z
jðr1dðx; yÞÞ dmðyÞ

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is a continuous function on ½d; D  X : Note that Mf ¼ maxfFd; Gdg; where
FdðxÞ ¼ sup
dprpD
Fðr; xÞ; GdðxÞ ¼ sup
0orpd
Fðr; xÞ:
By the continuity of F and the compactness of ½d; D  X ; the limit
lim
n-N
maxfFðdþ ð j=nÞðD  dÞ; xÞ : j ¼ 0; 1;y; ng ¼ FdðxÞ
converges uniformly in x: Thus FdACðXÞ: Suppose now that f is continuous on X :
Given an e40; we have jj f j  Gdjpe on X if d is sufﬁciently small. For such a d; we
also have jMf maxfFd; j f jgjpe on X because maxfa; bg ¼ 21ða þ b þ ja  bjÞ:
Since maxfFd; j f jg is continuous and e40 is arbitrary, this meansMfACðX Þ: &
Our next proposition is a well-known result of Coifman and Rochberg [3]
reestablished in our setting.
Proposition 2.4. There is a constant 0oC2:4oN such that if fALNðX ; mÞ and
jj f jjNa0; then jjlogðMf ÞjjBMOpC2:4:
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of [3, Proposition 2]. We want to ﬁnd
a C1 such that ðlogðMf ÞÞB  infB logðMf ÞpC1 for any open ball B in X : Then the
constant C2:4 ¼ 2C1 will do. Fix a 0odo1: By Jensen’s inequality, we only need to
ﬁnd a C2 ¼ C2ðdÞ such that ððMf ÞdÞBpC2infB ðMf Þd: But because of (2.2), it
sufﬁces to ﬁnd a C3 independent of f ; B such that
ððMf ÞdÞBpC3 inf
B
ðMf Þd: ð2:3Þ
To establish (2.3), assume that B ¼ Bðx; rÞ and set B0 ¼ Bðx; 2rÞ: Write f ¼ g þ h;
where g ¼ f wB0 and h ¼ f wX \B0 : Then ððMf ÞdÞBpððMgÞdÞB þ ððMhÞdÞB:
Let zAB be given. Then Bðx; 4rÞ*Bðz; 3rÞ*B0: Hence jjgjj1 ¼
jj f wB0 jj1pmðBðz; 3rÞÞðMf ÞðzÞpC2mðBÞðMf ÞðzÞ: To estimate ððMgÞdÞB; we recall
the identity
1
mðBÞ
Z
B
ðMgÞd dm ¼ 1
mðBÞ
Z N
0
dld1mðfyAB : ðMgÞðyÞ4lgÞ dl
(see, e.g., [7, p. 21]). Then write
RN
0 ¼
R ðMf ÞðzÞ
0 þ
RN
ðMf ÞðzÞ on the right-hand side and
apply Proposition 2.1 in the second term. This gives us
ððMgÞdÞBpfðMf ÞðzÞgd þ
dC2
1 d 
jjgjj1
mðBÞ  fðMf ÞðzÞg
d1pC4fðMf ÞðzÞgd;
where C4 ¼ 1þ dC4ð1 dÞ1: On the other hand, it is straightforward to verify that
ðMhÞðyÞpC3ðMf ÞðzÞ for every yAB: Hence C3 ¼ C4 þ C3d will do for (2.3). &
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Recall that logþ l ¼ maxf0; log lg:
Corollary 2.5. For any fALNðX ; mÞ with jj f jjNa0; we have jjlogþðMf ÞjjBMOp2C2:4:
Proof. This follows from Proposition 2.4 and the inequality jjmaxf0; ggjjBMO
p2jjgjjBMO for real valued g; which follows from the identity maxf0; ag ¼
21ðjaj þ aÞ: &
In the above proof we used the fact that if fAL1ðX ; mÞ and mðEÞ40; then
1
mðEÞ
Z
E
j f  fE j dmp 2mðEÞ
Z
E
j f  cj dm for any cAC: ð2:4Þ
This inequality will be frequently used in the sequel without reference.
3. Proof of Theorem 2
The proof consists of a number of easy steps based on the facts stated in Section 2.
Lemma 3.1. Let x1;y; xny be a sequence of functions in VMOðX ; d; mÞ such
that 0pxnp1 on X for every n: Let h ¼
QN
n¼1 xn: If
PN
n¼1 jjxnjjBMOoN; then
hAVMOðX ; d; mÞ: Moreover, jjhjjBMOp2
PN
n¼1 jjxnjjBMO:
Proof. We have ja1yaN  b1ybN jpja1  b1j þ?þ jaN  bN j for any
a1;y; aN ; b1;y; bNA½0; 1; which can be proved by an easy induction on N: Let B
be an open ball in X : Since 0pxnp1 on X and 0pðxnÞBp1; we have
jx1yxN  ðx1ÞByðxNÞBjpjx1  ðx1ÞBj þ?þ jxN  ðxNÞBj:
Letting N-N; it follows from the dominated convergence theorem that
1
mðBÞ
Z
B
h 
YN
n¼1
ðxnÞB











 dmpXn
n¼1
1
mðBÞ
Z
B
jxn  ðxnÞBj dmþ
XN
n¼nþ1
jjxnjjBMO
for any nAN: The conclusions of the lemma are now obvious. &
Lemma 3.2. Let U be an arbitrary open set in X : For any 0oeo1; there is an
hAVMOðX ; d; mÞ satisfying the inequality 0php1 on X such that the following hold
true:
(i) h ¼ 0 on U :
(ii) mðfxAX : hðxÞo1gÞp2C7e1=emðUÞ; where C is the constant in ð1:1Þ:
(iii) jjhjjBMOp8C2:4e; where C2:4 is the constant in Proposition 2:4:
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Proof. It follows from (1.2) that, for each nAN; the set En ¼ fxAU : Bðx; 3nÞCUg
has a subset Fn which is maximal with respect to the property that
Bðx; 3nÞ-Bðy; 3nÞ ¼ | if x; yAFn and xay: The maximality of Fn implies that
EnC
S
xAFn Bðx; 3nþ1Þ: Thus, by a classic Covering-Lemma argument, there is a
countable collection fBj : jAJg of pairwise disjoint open balls in U with the
following property: If B0j is the open ball in X whose center coincides with that of Bj
and whose radius is three times that of Bj; jAJ; then UC
S
jAJ B
0
j: Now we consider
the following two cases.
(A) cardðJÞoN: We want to show that, for any 0oeo1; there is a xACðXÞ
satisfying the inequality 0pxp1 on X such that the following hold true:
(a) x ¼ 0 on U :
(b) mðfxAX : xðxÞo1gÞpC5e1=emðUÞ; where C is the constant in (1.1).
(c) jjxjjBMOp2C2:4e; where C2:4 is the constant in Proposition 2.4.
Let B˜j be the open ball whose center coincides with that of Bj and whose radius
is four times that of Bj: For each jAJ; there is an fjACðXÞ such that 0pfjp1
on X ; fj ¼ 1 on B0j ; and fj ¼ 0 on X \B˜j: Deﬁne f ¼ maxf fj : jAJg: Then 0pfp1
on X ; f ¼ 1 on U ; and f ¼ 0 on X \U˜; where U˜ ¼ SjAJ B˜j: Of course, the assump-
tion cardðJÞoN implies fACðX Þ: By (1.1), we have mðU˜ÞpPjAJ mðB˜jÞp
C2
P
jAJ mðBjÞpC2mðUÞ:
Let g ¼ e1=ef : Since 0pgpe1=e on X ; g ¼ e1=e on U ; and U is open, we have
Mg ¼ e1=e on U : Let x ¼ 1 e logþðMgÞ: Then 0pxp1 on X and x ¼ 0 on U :
Lemma 2.3 asserts that MgACðX Þ: Therefore xACðXÞ: By Corollary 2.5, we have
jjxjjBMO ¼ ejjlogþðMgÞjjBMOp2C2:4e: If xAX is such that ðMgÞðxÞp1; then
logþðMgÞðxÞ ¼ 0: Thus it follows from (2.2) and Proposition 2.1 that
mðfxAX : xðxÞo1gÞp mðfxAX : ðMgÞðxÞ41gÞpmðfxAX : ðMgÞðxÞ4C1gÞ
pC3jjgjj1pC3e1=emðU˜ÞpC5e1=emðUÞ:
Hence x has the desired properties.
(B) The general case. Let e40 be given. Since
P
jAJ mðB0jÞp
C2
P
jAJ mðBjÞpC2mðUÞ; we can write J as the union of finite subsets J1;y; Jn;y
such that X
jAJn
mðB0jÞp2neð12
n1Þ=eC2mðUÞ for every nX2:
Deﬁne Un ¼
S
jAJn B
0
j; nAN: Then mðUnÞp2neð12
n1Þ=eC2mðUÞ when nX2 and
mðU1ÞpC2mðUÞ: Since cardðJnÞoN; by case (A), there is a xnACðXÞ satisfying
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the inequality 0pxnp1 on X such that
(1) xn ¼ 0 on Un;
(2) mðfxAX : xnðxÞo1gÞpC5e2n1=emðUnÞ;
(3) jjxnjjBMOp2C2:4ðe=2n1Þ:
Let h ¼ QNn¼1 xn: Then, of course, 0php1 on X and h ¼ 0 on SNn¼1 Un ¼S
jAJ B
0
j; which contains U : It follows from (3) and Lemma 3.1 that
hAVMOðX ; d; mÞ and that (iii) holds true. To verify (ii), note that
mðfxAX : hðxÞo1gÞp
XN
n¼1
mðfxAX : xnðxÞo1gÞp
XN
n¼1
C5e2
n1=emðUnÞ:
Since mðU1ÞpC2mðUÞ and mðUnÞp2neð12n1Þ=eC2mðUÞ when nX2; (ii) follows. &
Lemma 3.3. (a) Let nAN: If the range of h is contained in ½1=n; 1; then
jjlog hjjBMOp2njjhjjBMO:
(b) If hAVMOðX ; d; mÞ and if the range of h is contained in ½1=n; 1 for some nAN;
then log hAVMOðX ; d; mÞ:
Proof. Note that jlog u  log vjpnju  vj for u; vA½1=n; 1: Thus,
1
mðBÞ
Z
B
jlog h  logðhBÞj dmp nmðBÞ
Z
B
jh  hBj dm
if the range of h is contained in ½1=n; 1: The conclusions are now obvious. &
Proof of Theorem 2. Set en ¼ 2n for every nAN: Let fALNðX ; mÞ be given.
Proposition 2.2 asserts that
lim
k-N
1
mðBðx; 1=kÞÞ
Z
Bðx;1=kÞ
j f  f ðxÞj dm ¼ 0 for ma:e: xAX :
We now apply Egoroff’s theorem: For every nAN; there is a compact set Kn in X
such that the above limit converges uniformly on Kn; i.e.,
lim
k-N
sup
xAKn
1
mðBðx; 1=kÞÞ
Z
Bðx;1=kÞ
j f  f ðxÞj dm ¼ 0; ð3:1Þ
and such that the open set Un ¼ X \Kn satisﬁes the inequality
mðUnÞpe1=en2n: ð3:2Þ
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By Lemma 3.2, for each nAN; there is an hnAVMOðX ; d; mÞ satisfying the
inequality 0phnp1 on X such that the following hold:
ðaÞ hn ¼ 0 on Un:
ðbÞ mðfxAX : hnðxÞo1gÞp2C7e1=enmðUnÞ:
ðgÞ jjhnjjBMOp8C2:4en:
Now deﬁne
Zn ¼
1
n
þ n  1
n
hn; nAN:
Then 1=npZnp1 on X : Obviously, we have ZnAVMOðX ; d; mÞ and
ða0Þ Zn ¼ 1=n on Un;
ðg0Þ jjZnjjBMO ¼ fðn  1Þ=ngjjhnjjBMOp8C2:4en:
Since fxAX : ZnðxÞo1gCfxAX : hnðxÞo1g; it follows from ðbÞ and (3.2) that
ðb0Þ mðfxAX : ZnðxÞo1gÞpC72nþ1:
Now deﬁne Z ¼ QNn¼1 Zn; which obviously satisﬁes (i). SincePNn¼1 enoN; it follows
from Lemma 3.1 and ðg0Þ that ZAVMOðX ; d; mÞ:
To verify (ii), note that
R jlog Znj dmpmðfxAX : ZnðxÞo1gÞlog n: Thus ðb0Þ ensures
that log ZAL1ðX ; mÞ: By Lemma 3.3(a) and ðg0Þ; we have
jjlog ZnjjBMOp2njjZnjjBMOp16C2:4n2n:
Lemma 3.3(b) asserts that log ZnAVMOðX ; d; mÞ: Thus the function log Z ¼PN
n¼1 log Zn also belongs to VMOðX ; d; mÞ:
Finally, we must verify (iii). Suppose that qAVMOðX ; d; mÞ and that jqjpZ m-a.e.
on X : We must show that qfAVMOðX ; d; mÞ: Given an open ball B ¼ Bðz; rÞ; we
have
1
mðBÞ
Z
B
jqf  qBfBj dmp 1mðBÞ
Z
B
jqjj f  fBj dmþ jj f jjNmðBÞ
Z
B
jq  qBj dm: ð3:3Þ
Given an a40; pick a nAN such that 1=npa: By (3.1), there is a k0AN such that
sup
xAKn
1
mðBðx; 1=kÞÞ
Z
Bðx;1=kÞ
j f  f ðxÞj dmpa if kXk0:
There is a d040 such that ð1=mðBÞÞ
R
B
jq  qBj dmpa if rpd0: Set d ¼
minfd0; 1=2k0g:
Suppose that B-Kna|: If rpd; then there is a kXk0 such that 1=2ðk þ
1Þorp1=2k: Pick an xAB-Kn: We have Bðx; 1=kÞ*B and Bðz; 6rÞ*Bðx; 1=kÞ:
Therefore
1
mðBÞ
Z
B
j f  f ðxÞj dmpmðBðz; 6rÞÞ
mðBðz; rÞÞ 
1
mðBðx; 1=kÞÞ
Z
Bðx;1=kÞ
j f  f ðxÞj dmpC3a: ð3:4Þ
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It now follows from (3.3), (3.4) and (2.4) that
1
mðBÞ
Z
B
jqf  qBfBj dmp2C3a þ jj f jjNa:
in the case B-Kna| and rpd:
Suppose now that B-Kn ¼ |; i.e., BCX \Kn ¼ Un: Then we use the fact that
ZpZn ¼ 1=n on Un: Since jqjpZ m-a.e., we have
1
mðBÞ
Z
B
jqf  qBfBj dmp2jj f jjN=np2jj f jjNa
in the case B-Kn ¼ |:
Since a is an arbitrary positive number, we conclude from the above two
paragraphs that qf has vanishing mean oscillation. &
4. Approximation and maximal ideal space
A well-known theorem of Sarason asserts that, on Rn and T ;UC-BMO is dense
in VMO with respect to the BMO-norm (see [13] or [7, p. 250]). The original proof of
this result used convolution, which is made possible by the natural group structure
on Rn and T : We will see that the main idea of Sarason’s original proof still works in
the general setting fX ; d; mg; even though group structure is no longer available.
In this section j denotes the same function as in Section 2. For each fAL1ðX ; mÞ
and each r40; deﬁne
frðxÞ ¼
Z
jðr1dðx; yÞÞf ðyÞ dmðyÞ
Z
jðr1dðx; yÞÞ dmðyÞ

:
The continuity of j guarantees that frACðX Þ for all such f and r:
Proposition 4.1. Let f be a function of bounded mean oscillation on X and define
jj f jjLMO ¼ limdk0 supxAX
0orpd
1
mðBðx; rÞÞ
Z
Bðx;rÞ
j f  fBðx;rÞj dm:
Then,
lim sup
rk0
jj f  frjjBMOp2C2ð1þ C þ C3Þjj f jjLMO;
where C is the constant in ð1:1Þ:
Proof. Let e40 be given. Then by deﬁnition there is a d040 such that
sup
xAX
0orpd0
1
mðBðx; rÞÞ
Z
Bðx;rÞ
j f  fBðx;rÞj dmpjj f jjLMO þ e:
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Suppose that 0orpd0=4 and that uAX : If zABðu; 2rÞ; then Bðz; 2rÞCBðu; 4rÞC
Bðz; 6rÞ: Hence for each zABðu; 2rÞ we have
j frðzÞ  fBðu;4rÞj ¼
Z
jðr1dðz; yÞÞð f ðyÞ  fBðu;4rÞÞ dmðyÞ




 



 Z jðr1dðz; yÞÞ dmðyÞ
p 1
mðBðz; rÞÞ
Z
Bðz;2rÞ
j f  fBðu;4rÞj dm
p mðBðz; 6rÞÞ
mðBðz; rÞÞ 
1
mðBðu; 4rÞÞ
Z
Bðu;4rÞ
j f  fBðu;4rÞj dm
pC3ðjj f jjLMO þ eÞ; ð4:1Þ
where the last p follows from (1.1) and the condition 4rpd0: Also,
j fBðu;2rÞ  fBðu;4rÞjp 1mðBðu; 2rÞÞ
Z
Bðu;2rÞ
j f  fBðu;4rÞj dmpCðjj f jjLMO þ eÞ: ð4:2Þ
Combining (4.1) and (4.2) and using the condition 2rpd0; we have
1
mðBðu; 2rÞÞ
Z
Bðu;2rÞ
j f  frj dmp 1mðBðu; 2rÞÞ
Z
Bðu;2rÞ
j f  fBðu;2rÞj dm
þ j fBðu;2rÞ  fBðu;4rÞj þ
1
mðBðu; 2rÞÞ
Z
Bðu;2rÞ
j fr  fBðu;4rÞj dm
pð1þ C þ C3Þðjj f jjLMO þ eÞ: ð4:3Þ
Since e40 is arbitrary, it sufﬁces to show that jj f  frjjBMOp2C2ð1þ C þ
C3Þðjj f jjLMO þ eÞ when 0orpd0=4: Let such an r be given. With (2.4) in mind, we
only need to estimate
inf
cAC
1
mðBðx; rÞÞ
Z
Bðx;rÞ
j f  fr  cj dm
for all xAX and r40: Given such a pair of x; r; let us write B ¼ Bðx; rÞ: We divide
the required estimate into two cases.
(i) Suppose that r4r: By (1.2), B has a ﬁnite subset F which is maximal with
respect the property that Bðu; rÞ-Bðv; rÞ ¼ | if u; vAF and uav: The maximality
of F means, of course, that Bðz; rÞ-fSuAF Bðu; rÞga| for every zAB: Thus
BC
S
uAF Bðu; 2rÞ: By (4.3), we have
1
mðBÞ
Z
B
j f  frj dmp
X
uAF
mðBðu; 2rÞÞ
mðBÞ 
1
mðBðu; 2rÞÞ
Z
Bðu;2rÞ
j f  frj dm
p
X
uAF
mðBðu; rÞÞ
mðBÞ 
mðBðu; 2rÞÞ
mðBðu; rÞÞ ð1þ C þ C
3Þðjj f jjLMO þ eÞ:
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But fBðu; rÞ : uAFg are pairwise disjoint balls contained in Bðx; rþ rÞ: Hence,
inf
cAC
1
mðBÞ
Z
B
j f  fr  cj dmp 1mðBÞ
Z
B
j f  frj dmpC2ð1þ C þ C3Þðjj f jjLMO þ eÞ
in the case r4r:
(ii) Suppose that 0orpr: In this case it follows from (4.1) that j frðzÞ 
fBðx;4rÞjpC3ðjj f jjLMO þ eÞ whenever zAB ¼ Bðx; rÞ: Hence,
inf
cAC
1
mðBÞ
Z
B
j f  fr  cj dmp 1mðBÞ
Z
B
j f  fr  fB þ fBðx;4rÞj dm
p 1
mðBÞ
Z
B
j f  fBj dmþ 1mðBÞ
Z
B
j fr  fBðx;4rÞj dmpð1þ C3Þðjj f jjLMO þ eÞ
in this case. &
Corollary 4.2. Let w be a unimodular function in VMOðX ; d; mÞ: Then there exists a
sequence fvkg of unimodular functions in CðX Þ such that limk-N jjw  vkjjBMO ¼ 0:
Proof. Since wAVMOðX ; d; mÞ; Proposition 4.1 tells us that limrk0 jjw  wrjjBMO ¼
0: But wrACðX Þ and we can write w  ðwr=jwrjÞ ¼ ðw  wrÞ þ ðwr=jwrjÞðjwrj  1Þ if
wr does not vanish on X : Hence the corollary will follow if we can show that
lim
rk0
jjjwrj  1jjN ¼ 0: ð4:4Þ
To prove (4.4), let e40 be given. By (4.1), there is a d040 such that
jwrðuÞ  wBðu;4rÞjpC3e for every uAX if 0orpd0=4: ð4:5Þ
Because w %w ¼ 1 on X ; for any non-empty open ball B we have
j1 jwBjjp j1 jwBj2j ¼ 1mðBÞ
Z
B
j1 jwBj2j dm
¼ 1
mðBÞ
Z
B
jðw  wBÞ %w þ wBð %w  %wBÞj dmp 2mðBÞ
Z
B
jw  wBj dm: ð4:6Þ
Clearly, (4.4) follows from (4.5), (4.6) and the assumption wAVMOðX ; d; mÞ: &
The rest of the section concerns the maximal ideal space of VMOðX ; d; mÞ-
LNðX ; mÞ: For convenience let us denote VMOðX ; d; mÞ-LNðX ; mÞ by Q; which is a
C-subalgebra of LNðX ;mÞ: Let Y be the maximal ideal space of Q: For each gAQ; let
gˆ denote its Gelfand transform, which is an element in CðYÞ: By the Riesz
representation theorem, there is a regular Borel measure #m on Y such thatZ
X
g dm ¼
Z
Y
gˆ d #m; gAQ:
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Clearly, if V is a non-empty open set in Y ; then #mðVÞ40: In the special case where X
is the unit circle, Wolff showed in [16] that a closed set F in Y has the property that
#mðFÞ ¼ 0 if and only if F is nowhere dense. The same result holds in the setting of any
fX ; d; mg satisfying (1.1).
Proposition 4.3. If F is a closed set in Y ; then #mðFÞ ¼ 0 if and only if F is nowhere
dense in Y :
Proof. Let F be a nowhere dense closed set in Y : If #mðFÞ40; then the measure
#mF ðDÞ ¼ #mðD-FÞ would have a non-empty compact support K : That is,
F*K ; #mðKÞ40; and if U is open in Y such that U-Ka|; then #mðU-KÞ ¼
#mF ðUÞ40: We will complete the proof by deducing a contradiction from this. Of
course, K is also nowhere dense.
Since j R
K
gˆ d #mjp R
Y
jgˆjd #m ¼ R
X
jgj dm for every gAQ and since Q is dense in
L1ðX ; mÞ; there is a wALNðX ; mÞ such thatZ
X
gw dm ¼
Z
Y
gˆwK d #m; gAQ:
By Theorem 2, there is an ZAQ such that 0pZp1 on X ; ZwAQ; and
log ZAVMOðX ; d; mÞ: For any d40; we have logðZþ dÞAQ: Since the function
t/logðt þ dÞ is continuous on [0,1], logð#Zþ dÞ is the Gelfand transform of
logðZþ dÞ: Thus Z
X
logðZþ dÞ dm ¼
Z
Y
logð#Zþ dÞ d #m:
Let Z ¼ fzAY : #ZðzÞ ¼ 0g: Since log ZAL1ðX ; mÞ; the above implies #mðZÞ ¼ 0: We
have Z
Y
gˆ#ZwK d #m ¼
Z
X
gZw dm ¼
Z
Y
gˆcZw d #m
for every gAQ: Therefore, there is a Borel set NCY with #mðNÞ ¼ 0 such that #ZwK ¼cZw on Y \N: In particular, #ZwK is continuous on Y \N:
Since #mðZÞ ¼ 0; Y \Z ¼ SNn¼1 fyAY : #ZðyÞ42ng; and since #mðKÞ40; there exists a
kAN such that the set W ¼ fyAY : #ZðyÞ42kg has the property that #mðW-KÞ40:
Therefore #mððW-KÞ\NÞ40: Let yAðW-KÞ\N and let V be an arbitrary open
neighborhood of y: Now W-V is open and W-V-Ka|: Hence
#mððW-V-KÞ\NÞ ¼ #mðW-V-KÞ40: Since K is nowhere dense, we also have
ðW-VÞ\Ka|; which gives us #mðððW-VÞ\KÞ\NÞ ¼ #mððW-VÞ\KÞ40: In particu-
lar, both ðW-V-KÞ\N and ððW-VÞ\KÞ\N are non-empty. On the other hand,
#ZwKX2
k on ðW-V-KÞ\N and #ZwK ¼ 0 on ððW-VÞ\KÞ\N: Since V is an
arbitrary neighborhood of y and since yAY \N; this contradicts the conclusion of the
preceding paragraph. &
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5. A conditional expectation
We will now focus on the setting in Example 1.1. For the rest of the paper, n will
be an integer greater than or equal to 2, and d will denote the metric on the unit
sphere S2n1 ¼ fzACn : jzj ¼ 1g in Cn deﬁned by the formula
dða; bÞ ¼ j1/a; bSj1=2; a; bAS2n1: ð5:1Þ
Recall that s denotes the probability measure on S2n1 which is invariant under the
orthogonal group Oð2nÞ: For the rest of the paper, the space LpðS2n1; sÞ will simply
be denoted by LpðS2n1Þ; 1pppN:
Let Tn be the natural representation of the n-dimensional torus in Cn: That is,
Tn ¼ fðt1;y; tnÞACn : jt1j ¼? ¼ jtnj ¼ 1g:
Recall that, with the usual componentwise multiplication, Tn is a compact topological
group. Let mn be the Haar measure on T
n normalized so that mnðTnÞ ¼ 1: For each
t ¼ ðt1;y; tnÞATn; deﬁne the unitary transformation Ut on Cn by the formula
Utðz1;y; znÞ ¼ ðt1z1;y; tnznÞ; ðz1;y; znÞACn:
Since CðS2n1Þ is dense in L1ðS2n1Þ; it is easy to see that, for any jALNðS2n1Þ and
fAL1ðS2n1Þ; the function
t/
Z
f ðzÞjðUtzÞdsðzÞ
is continuous on Tn: Thus the right-hand side of the above can be integrated over Tn
against dmn; and it is obvious that the absolute value of this integral is dominated by
jjjjjNjj f jj1: Therefore, by the duality between LN and L1; for each jALNðS2n1Þ;
there exists a unique EðjÞALNðS2n1Þ such thatZ
fEðjÞ ds ¼
Z Z
f ðzÞjðUtzÞ dsðzÞ
 
dmnðtÞ; fAL1ðS2n1Þ: ð5:2Þ
The function EðjÞ should be thought of as a conditional expectation of j; and we
obviously have jjEðjÞjjNpjjjjjN: Our proof of Theorem 3 is based on certain
properties of this conditional expectation, which we will now establish.
Lemma 5.1. If j belongs to VMOðS2n1; d; sÞ-LNðS2n1Þ; then so does EðjÞ:
Proof. Let zAS2n1 and r40 be given and let B denote Bðz; rÞ: It follows from (5.2)
and the unitary invariance of s that
EðjÞB ¼
Z
1
sðBÞ
Z
B
j3Utds
 
dmnðtÞ ¼
Z
jUtB dmnðtÞ
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for any jALNðS2n1Þ: For such a pair of j and B; there is an f with j f j ¼ wB=sðBÞ
such that ðEðjÞ  EðjÞBÞf ¼ jEðjÞ  EðjÞBjwB=sðBÞ: Hence,
1
sðBÞ
Z
B
jEðjÞ  EðjÞBjds ¼
Z
ðEðjÞ  EðjÞBÞfds
p
Z
1
sðUtBÞ
Z
UtB
jj jUtBjds
 
dmnðtÞ: ð5:3Þ
By (5.1), if U is a unitary transformation on Cn; then UB ¼ BðUz; rÞ: Thus the
conclusion of the lemma follows from (5.3). &
Let qAHNðS2n1Þ: Then limrm1 qðrwÞ ¼ qðwÞ for s-a.e. wAS2n1 [11, Theorem
5.6.4]. Hence the Cauchy integral formula (see [11, p. 39])
qðzÞ ¼
Z
qðwÞ
ð1/z; wSÞn dsðwÞ; jzjo1;
holds. Now ð1 uÞn ¼PNm¼0 mþn1m um if jujo1: Thus the Taylor expansion for q
can be expressed as
qðzÞ ¼
XN
m¼0
m þ n  1
m
 Z
ð/z; wSÞmqðwÞdsðwÞ: ð5:4Þ
For each tuple k ¼ ðk1;y; knÞ of non-negative integers, deﬁne the analytic function
ekðz1;y; znÞ ¼ zk11 yzknn :
Write jkj ¼ k1 þ?þ kn for such a tuple as usual. Then we can rewrite (5.4) as
qðzÞ ¼
XN
m¼0
X
jkj¼m
akekðzÞ
8<:
9=;; ð5:5Þ
where the ak’s are the Taylor coefﬁcients for q: Form (5.4) we see that
X
jkj¼m
akekðzÞ













p m þ n  1m
 
jzjmjjqjjN: ð5:6Þ
Lemma 5.2. Let qAHNðS2n1Þ: Then for any tuple k ¼ ðk1;y; knÞ of non-negative
integers we have
Eðq%ekÞ ¼ akjekj2;
where ak is the Taylor coefficient of q in (5.5). In particular, Eðq%ekÞACðS2n1Þ
whenever qAHNðS2n1Þ:
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Proof. Let k0 ¼ ðk01;y; k0nÞ also be an n-tuple of non-negative integers. Then
ek0 ðUtzÞ%ekðUtzÞ ¼ tk
0
1
k1
1 ?t
k0nkn
n ek0 ðzÞ%ekðzÞ; t ¼ ðt1;y; tnÞ:
Hence Eðek0 %ekÞ ¼ 0 if k0ak and Eðek %ekÞ ¼ jekj2: Combining this with (5.5) and (5.6),
it is clear that if we deﬁne qrðzÞ ¼ qðrzÞ for any given 0oro1; then Eðqr %ekÞ ¼
akr
jkjjekj2: Because qr-q s-a.e. as rm1 [11, Theorem 5.6.4], applying the
dominated convergence theorem twice, we have Eðqr %ekÞ-Eðq%ekÞ in the weak-
topology on LNðS2n1Þ: On the other hand, akrjkjjekj2-akjekj2 as rm1: Hence
Eðq%ekÞ ¼ akjekj2: &
For the function g promised in Theorem 3, we simply deﬁne
gðz1;y; znÞ ¼ w½0;ð2nnÞ1ðjz1j2?jznj2Þ; ðz1;y; znÞAS2n1: ð5:7Þ
Thus g has only two values on S2n1; 0 and 1. Clearly, g1f1g contains a
neighborhood of ð0; ðn  1Þ1=2;y; ðn  1Þ1=2Þ and g1f0g contains a neighbor-
hood of ðn1=2;y; n1=2Þ: The point is that sðg1f1gÞa0 and sðg1f0gÞa0: Thus g
is a non-trivial projection in C-algebraic terms. It is fairly easy to see directly that
geVMOðS2n1; d; sÞ: But we will state this conclusion as a consequence of the
following general proposition, which, surprisingly, does not appear to be available in
the literature.
Proposition 5.3. Suppose that the compact metric space ðX ; dÞ is connected. Then the
C-algebra VMOðX ; d; mÞ-LNðX ; mÞ contains no non-trivial projections.
Proof. Suppose that there were a Borel set G in X with mðGÞ40 and mðX \GÞ40 such
that wGAVMOðX ; d; mÞ: By (4.1), there would be a d140 such that
jðwGÞr=4ðuÞ  ðwGÞBðu;rÞjp1=10 for all uAX and 0orpd1: ð5:8Þ
(See the beginning of Section 4 for the deﬁnition of fr:) We will complete the proof by
showing that this leads to a contradiction.
Let L be the set of Lebesgue points for wG: Proposition 2.2 asserts that mðX \LÞ ¼
0: Since mðGÞ40 and mðX \GÞ40; we can pick a wAL-G and a zAL\G: That is,
lim
rk0
1
mðBðw; rÞÞ
Z
Bðw;rÞ
jwG  1j dm ¼ 0 ¼ lim
rk0
1
mðBðz; rÞÞ
Z
Bðz;rÞ
jwG  0j dm:
Thus there exists a d240 such that
ðwGÞBðw;rÞX9=10 and ðwGÞBðz;rÞp1=10 if 0orpd2: ð5:9Þ
Set d ¼ minfd1; d2g: Combining (5.8) and (5.9), we ﬁnd that ðwGÞr=4ðXÞ-½4=5; 1a|
and ðwGÞr=4ðXÞ-½0; 1=5a| if 0orpd: But ðwGÞr=4 is a continuous function on X for
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any r40: Because X is connected, we conclude that
ðwGÞr=4ðX Þ*½1=5; 4=5 if 0orpd:
Thus for each 0orpd; there is an xðrÞAX such that ðwGÞr=4ðxðrÞÞ ¼ 1=2: By (5.8), we
have jð1=2Þ  ðwGÞBðxðrÞ;rÞjp1=10: Hence
1
mðBðxðrÞ; rÞÞ
Z
BðxðrÞ;rÞ
jwG  ðwGÞBðxðrÞ;rÞj dm
X
1
mðBðxðrÞ; rÞÞ
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BðxðrÞ;rÞ
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for all 0orpd: This contradicts the assumption that wGAVMOðX ; d; mÞ: &
Let Z be a non-negative continuous function on ½0;NÞ such that Z ¼ 1 on
½0; ð4nnÞ1 and Z ¼ 0 on ½ð3nnÞ1;NÞ: Deﬁne
cðz1;y; znÞ ¼ Zðjz1j2yjznj2Þ; ðz1;y; znÞAS2n1:
By design, Zw½0;ð2nnÞ1 ¼ Z on ½0;NÞ: Thus cg ¼ cACðS2n1Þ: Clearly,
jekðz1;y; znÞj2Xðjz1j2y; jznj2Þjkj; ðz1;y; znÞAS2n1;
for any given tuple k of non-negative integers. Therefore
inf
zAS2n1
ðcðzÞ þ jekðzÞj2ÞX inf
0pxp1
ðZðxÞ þ xjkjÞ40: ð5:10Þ
Proof of Theorem 3. Let g be the function deﬁned by (5.7) and let qAHNðS2n1Þ be
any function which is not the constant 0. We must show that gqeHNðS2n1Þ þ
fVMOðS2n1; d; sÞ-LNðS2n1Þg: Assuming the contrary, there would be an
hAHNðS2n1Þ and an fAVMOðS2n1; d; sÞ-LNðS2n1Þ such that gq ¼ h þ f : We
will complete the proof by showing that this leads to the contradiction
gAVMOðS2n1; d; sÞ:
From (5.7) it is clear that gðUtzÞ ¼ gðzÞ for all tATn and zAS2n1: From this
invariance property of g and the deﬁnition of the conditional expectation E it is easy
to see that EðgjÞ ¼ gEðjÞ for every jALNðS2n1Þ:
The assumption that q is not the constant function 0 implies that there is at least
one non-zero coefﬁcient in the Taylor expansion (5.5) of q: Let ak denote such a non-
zero coefﬁcient. By Lemma 5.2, we have
akgjekj2 ¼ gEðq%ekÞ ¼ Eðgq%ekÞ ¼ Eððh þ f Þ%ekÞ ¼ Eðh%ekÞ þ Eð f %ekÞ:
Lemma 5.2 also asserts that Eðh%ekÞACðS2n1Þ: Because f %ekAVMOðS2n1; d; sÞ-
LNðS2n1Þ; Lemma 5.1 tells us that Eð f %ekÞAVMOðS2n1; d; sÞ-LNðS2n1Þ: Hence
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jekj2g ¼ a1k ðEðh%ekÞ þ Eð f %ekÞÞAVMOðS2n1; d; sÞ-LNðS2n1Þ: As we mentioned in
the paragraph preceding this proof, cg ¼ cACðS2n1Þ: Therefore
ðcþ jekj2Þg ¼ cþ jekj2gAVMOðS2n1; d; sÞ-LNðS2n1Þ:
But, according to (5.10), cþ jekj2 is an invertible element in CðS2n1Þ; which leads to
the contradiction gAVMOðS2n1; d; sÞ-LNðS2n1Þ promised earlier. &
As we mentioned in the Introduction, Theorem 3 tells us that, even if one only
requires b to be bounded and analytic, the relation g ¼ h=b in Theorem 4 cannot be
generalized to S2n1: But since Blaschke products are unimodular, the equation
g ¼ h=b in Theorem 4 can be alternately written as g ¼ h %b: This raises the following
natural question: If we only require b to be bounded and analytic, does this alternate
version of Theorem 4 have a generalization to S2n1? More precisely, given a
gALNðS2n1Þ; is it always possible to express it in the form of g ¼ h %q with
qAHNðS2n1Þ and hAHNðS2n1Þ þ CðS2n1Þ? The answer is still negative. This fact
can be deduced from [9] in the following way.
Let L be the C-subalgebra of LNðS2n1Þ generated by HNðS2n1Þ: Because L
contains all the analytic polynomials, it follows from the Stone–Weierstrass
approximation theorem that L*CðS2n1Þ: Hence L also equals the C-subalgebra
of LNðS2n1Þ generated by HNðS2n1Þ þ CðS2n1Þ: But it is well known that
LaLNðS2n1Þ under the assumption nX2 [9, Section 3]. If gALNðS2n1Þ\L; then it
cannot be expressed in the form of h %q with qAHNðS2n1Þ and hAHNðS2n1Þ þ
CðS2n1Þ:
6. Vanishing Mean Oscillation on S2n1
As usual, let P denote the orthogonal projection from L2ðS2n1Þ to the Hardy
space H2ðS2n1Þ: Recall that, with the normalization sðS2n1Þ ¼ 1;
kzðzÞ ¼ ð1 jzj2Þn=2=ð1/z; zSÞn; jzjo1; jzj ¼ 1;
provides the normalized reproducing kernel for H2ðS2n1Þ: That is, /g; kzS ¼
ð1 jzj2Þn=2gðzÞ for every gAH2ðS2n1Þ and jjkzjj2 ¼ 1 [11, Section 3.2]. Because of
the denominator of kz; it is the metric d deﬁned by (5.1), not the usual Euclidian
metric, that is closely associated with the theory of Toeplitz operators and Hankel
operators on S2n1: Of course, in the special case of n ¼ 1; d2 reverts to the Euclidian
metric on the unit circle T : But when nX2; the metric d is considerably different
from the Euclidian metric in that the d-balls in S2n1 are anisotropic when viewed
from the center.
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Recall that the well-known Caldero´n–Zygmund lemma also holds true on the unit
sphere [11, Lemma 6.2.1]. Therefore the John–Nirenberg theorem (see [10] or
[7, p. 230]) also holds for functions of bounded mean oscillation on S2n1:
Let ja be the Mo¨bius transform deﬁned by (2) on page 25 of [11], jajo1: Then
ja3ja ¼ id and we have the substitution formulaZ
jkaj2f 3jads ¼
Z
fds; fAL1ðS2n1Þ; ð6:1Þ
for integration. See pages 26 and 45 in [11]. For fAL2ðS2n1Þ; deﬁne
Varð f ; zÞ ¼
Z
jkzj2j f 
Z
jkzj2fdsj2ds ¼ jj fkzjj2  j/fkz; kzSj2:
For any jzjo1; the formula
ðUzgÞðzÞ ¼ kzðzÞf ðjzðzÞÞ; fAL2ðS2n1Þ;
deﬁnes a unitary operator on L2ðS2n1Þ: From (6.1) and the identity jz3jz ¼ id it is
easy to deduce that Uz ¼ U1z : Obviously, H2ðS2n1Þ is invariant under Uz: Hence
½P; Uz ¼ 0: Thus, if fAL2ðS2n1Þ; then
jjð1 PÞð f 3jzÞjj ¼ jjUzð1 PÞð f 3jzÞjj ¼ jjð1 PÞUzð f 3jzÞjj ¼ jjð1 PÞð fkzÞjj:ð6:2Þ
This identity is in fact well known, so is the following:
jjð1 PÞf jj2pVarð f ; 0Þpjjð1 PÞf jj2 þ jjð1 PÞ %fjj2: ð6:3Þ
Indeed Varð f ; 0Þ ¼ jjð1 PÞf jj2 þ ðjjPf jj2  j/f ; 1Sj2Þ: Let %P (resp. P0) be the
orthogonal projection from L2ðS2n1Þ to the subspace f %g : gAH2ðS2n1Þg
(resp. C). We have 0pjjPf jj2  j/f ; 1Sj2 ¼ jj %P %fjj2  j/ %f; 1Sj2 ¼ jjð %P  P0Þ %fjj2p
jjð1 PÞ %fjj2:
Recall that the Hankel operator Hf : H
2ðS2n1Þ-L2ðS2n1Þ~H2ðS2n1Þ is deﬁned
by the formula Hf g ¼ ð1 PÞð fgÞ: Note that this formula deﬁnes the so-called ‘‘big’’
Hankel operator, not to be confused with the ‘‘little’’ Hankel operator Kb considered
in [3, Section 4]. By (6.1) and the identity jz3jz ¼ id; we have Varð f 3jz; 0Þ ¼
Varð f ; zÞ ¼ Varð %f; zÞ: Thus it follows from (6.2) and (6.3) that
maxfjjHf kzjj2; jjH %fkzjj2gpVarð f ; zÞpjjHf kzjj2 þ jjH %fkzjj2; jzjo1: ð6:4Þ
Zheng proved the following result on the compactness of Hf :
Theorem 5 (Zheng [17, Theorem 5]). If fABMOðS2n1; d; sÞ; then the Hankel
operator Hf is compact if and only if limjzjm1 jjHf kzjj ¼ 0:
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Combining Zheng’s theorem with (6.4), we see that for any fALNðS2n1Þ; the
Hankel operators Hf and H %f are both compact if and only if
lim
jzjm1
Varð f ; zÞ ¼ 0: ð6:5Þ
Approximating jkzj2 by characteristic functions of d-balls in S2n1; it follows from
the John–Nirenberg theorem and a standard argument that (6.5) is equivalent to the
condition fAVMOðS2n1; d; sÞ: Hence Hf and H %f are both compact if and only if
fAVMOðS2n1; d; sÞ: We know that this statement characterizes the function
algebra QC on T in the case n ¼ 1: In this sense the function algebra
VMOðS2n1; d; sÞ-LNðS2n1Þ is the right analog of QC on the sphere. This was
what initially motivated our investigation of bounded functions of vanishing mean
oscillation on spaces for which dyadic decomposition is not available. We will
conclude the paper with a result about the Fredholm index of Toeplitz operators on
H2ðS2n1Þ: We remind the reader that we have been assuming nX2 since the
beginning of Section 5.
As usual, for any fALNðS2n1Þ; we let Tf denote the Toeplitz operator deﬁned by
the formula Tf g ¼ Pð fgÞ; gAH2ðS2n1Þ: Let us recall some well-known facts. Since
S2n1 is simply connected, every continuous map from S2n1 to T lifts to a
continuous map from S2n1 to R; the universal covering of T : Therefore, if j is an
invertible element in CðS2n1Þ; then Tj is a Fredholm operator of index 0.
Furthermore, Davie and Jewell showed that if j is an invertible element in
HNðS2n1Þ þ CðS2n1Þ; then Tj is also a Fredholm operator of index 0 [6, Theorem
3.1]. On the other hand, Davie and Jewell also showed that HNðS2n1Þ þ CðS2n1Þ
does not contain VMOðS2n1; d; sÞ-LNðS2n1Þ [6, Section 4]. The ﬁnal result of the
paper is
Theorem 6. Suppose that nX2: If j is an invertible element in the C-algebra
VMOðS2n1; d; sÞ-LNðS2n1Þ; then Tj is a Fredholm operator of index 0.
If f ; gAVMOðS2n1; d; sÞ-LNðS2n1Þ; then Tfg  Tf Tg ¼ H%f Hg is compact (see
Theorem 5). Moreover, it is known that the essential spectrum of Tf contains the
essential range of f [6, p. 359]. Hence ifA is the C-algebra generated by the Toeplitz
operators fTf : fAVMOðS2n1; d; sÞ-LNðS2n1Þg; then
A ¼ fTf þ K : fAVMOðS2n1; d; sÞ-LNðS2n1Þ; K is compact on H2ðS2n1Þg:
Thus Theorem 6 in fact says that if A is a Fredholm operator contained in A; then
indexðAÞ ¼ 0: There are two main ingredients in the proof of Theorem 6: Corollary
4.2 and the following:
Lemma 6.1. Given any nX2; there is a constant 0oC6:1oN which depends only on n
such that jjHf jjpC6:1jj f jjBMO for every fALNðS2n1Þ:
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Because Hf ¼ ½Mf ; PP; Lemma 6.1 follows from [4, Theorem I]. Although the
proof of [4, Theorem I] was carried out for commutators with kernel functions on
Rn; the authors of [4] pointed out at the beginning of Section 5 (pp. 630–631) that the
same result is valid in our spherical setting. Also, the norm bound given in Lemma
6.1 was implicitly contained in Zheng’s paper [17]. In fact one can even derive the
norm bound in Lemma 6.1 from the compactness result in Theorem 5! The point is
that if the desired C6:1 did not exist, then there would be a sequence f fkg in
LNðS2n1Þ such that limk-N jj fkjjBMO ¼ 0 and such that jjHfk jj ¼ 1 for every k: By
Proposition 4.1, one can require the sequence f fkg to be contained in CðS2n1Þ:
From such a sequence one can construct an fAVMOðS2n1; d; sÞ for which Hf fails
to be compact, contradicting Theorem 5. We leave this construction as an exercise to
the interested reader. But here is a hint: s-limk-N Hfk ¼ 0:
Proof of Theorem 6. Given an invertible jAVMOðS2n1; d; sÞ-LNðS2n1Þ; we have
j ¼ wjjj; where w ¼ j=jjj is a unimodular function in VMOðS2n1; d; sÞ: Since
Tj ¼ TwTjjj þ K ; where K is compact, and since indexðTjjjÞ ¼ 0; it sufﬁces to show
that indexðTwÞ ¼ 0: By Corollary 4.2, there is a sequence fvkg of unimodular
functions in CðS2n1Þ such that limk-N jjw  vkjjBMO ¼ 0: Lemma 6.1 tells us that
lim
k-N
jjHw  Hvk jj ¼ 0 ¼ lim
k-N
jjH %w  H%vk jj: ð6:6Þ
Denote A ¼ Tw and Ak ¼ Tvk : We claim that
lim
k-N
jjAkAk  AAjj ¼ 0 ¼ lim
k-N
jjAkAk  AAjj: ð6:7Þ
Indeed because jwj2 ¼ 1 ¼ jvkj2; we have
Tvk Tvk  TwTw ¼ ðTjwj2  T %wTwÞ  ðTjvk j2  T%vk TvkÞ ¼ HwHw  Hvk Hvk :
Thus the ﬁrst equality in (6.7) follows from the ﬁrst equality in (6.6). The second
identity in (6.7) follows similarly if we consider %w and %vk in place of w and vk:
As we have already mentioned, indexðAkÞ ¼ 0 by virtue of the fact that vk has a
logarithm in CðS2n1Þ: To prove that indexðAÞ ¼ 0; it sufﬁces to show that
indexðAÞ ¼ indexðAkÞ when k is sufﬁciently large.
Since A is Fredholm, 0espessðAAÞ: Thus 0 is an isolated point in spðAAÞ; if it
belongs to the spectrum of AA at all. The same is also true if we replace AA by
AA: Therefore there is an e40 such that ð0; 5eÞ-fspðAAÞ,spðAAÞg ¼ |: By
(6.7), there is an N40 such that ½e; 4e-fspðAkAkÞ,spðAkAkÞg ¼ | for all kXN:
Let Z be a continuous function on ½0;NÞ such that Z ¼ 1 on ½0; 2e and Z ¼ 0 on
½3e;NÞ: Let kXN: Then ZðAkAkÞ ¼ Ek½0; 2e and ZðAkAkÞ ¼ Fk½0; 2e; where Ek and
Fk are the spectral resolution of A

kAk and AkA

k respectively. But, by the polar
decomposition of Ak; Ekð0; 2e and Fkð0; 2e are unitarily equivalent. Therefore
indexðAkÞ ¼ rankðZðAkAkÞÞ  rankðZðAkAkÞÞ: Similarly, ZðAAÞ and ZðAAÞ are
also orthogonal projections and indexðAÞ ¼ rankðZðAAÞÞ  rankðZðAAÞÞ: It
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follows from the continuity of Z and (6.7) that limk-NjjZðAAÞ  ZðAkAkÞjj ¼ 0 ¼
limk-NjjZðAAÞ  ZðAkAkÞjj: Therefore indexðAÞ ¼ indexðAkÞ when k is sufﬁciently
large. &
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